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 Synthesizers Integrate several of your favorite virtual instruments with virtual synth emulations like an entire drumset, including a set of hardware-acoustic drums, cymbals, woodwinds, and strings, all of which can be used in the context of a traditional synthesizer, or arranged independently in a sophisticated modular environment. Sounds Create and store your own patches with the infinite sounds
library of iZotope's new Platinum product, Access, which is loaded with a massive set of instrument and sample libraries and features a real-time graphic interface to help you navigate the massive soundbanks. Master Mashup with the 16-bit/44.1k RME Audio ESX 2 digital audio engine for processing effects, manipulating samples, and capturing external audio, plus monitor recording for recording,

editing, and playback. The multi-core processing of your host system allows you to use all the processing power you can throw at it. Productivity Create in Ableton Live or Logic Pro with the iZotope set of virtual synths, including the new VST and AU versions of the iZotope Omnisphere, the Avid-engine based iZotope Ozone 2, and the newest Verbosumer flagship. Your Echo Chamber: Your
personal sound creation toolbox with the iZotope Echo Echo Chamber and Virtual Studio Mastering Suite The iZotope Echo Echo Chamber and Virtual Studio Mastering Suite makes the very best in acoustic recording and digital mastering sound even more accessible with an easy-to-use environment. It includes all the tools you need to create great sounding mixes, such as mixing, mastering, EQing,

compression, and filtering. It gives you the opportunity to edit effects and adjust processing parameters in real-time while using the latest in-software virtual instrument engine. And it's totally customizable, so you can develop your own presets or use the predefined presets in the suite to quickly get working. In addition, the iZotope Echo Echo Chamber and Virtual Studio Mastering Suite comes with a
variety of master quality effects, including the award-winning iZotope analog emulation Echo-cabinet Echocabinet™, the iZotope sound imaging Octave Generator OctavePlus 82157476af
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